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EXHIBIT “C” 
 

SYNOPSES WITH INDEX 

 Synopses of the Work and the Copy are below.  Common elements in the Work and the 

Copy are enumerated and underlined.  For example, the hero, Prince Nicholas, is assigned 

common element No. 8.  

 1. The Work 

 1 LUCY – 2 the Heroine – a 2 young, pretty American Commoner from Chicago – is seated 

in first class on an airplane at the 3 “biggest day of my new part-time job.”  She’s 4 impersonating 

‘Lady Elizabeth’ – and is tasked with keeping Prince Cristoph in check until Elizabeth can return 

to the fictitious EUROPEAN country of FREDONIA. Lucy had to sign a 5 “confidentiality 

agreement.” (Lucy discovers later that Elizabeth is entering into a 6 Marriage of Convenience with 

Cristoph.)  

 7 The Hero, PRINCE NICHOLAS, a handsome, twenty-something brunette man –takes 

the seat next to her. 8  Prince Nicholas hits on Lucy immediately.  9 Lucy finds out later he’s 

Prince Nicholas) 10 Prince Nicholas calls Lucy by the nick-name ‘LIZZIE” An 11 important TV 

reporter claims Prince Nicholas’ seat as her own. 12 Lucy reminisces .  

 Lucy is a 13 broke, hard-working, twenty-something brunette WAITRESS at 14 

MADDOG a 15 ‘feels like family’ Chicago bar. She 16 goes to school taking college classes and 

17 pays all the family’s bills because her 18 UNCLE had a psychological breakdown after Lucy’s 

19 parents died in a motorcycle accident.  

 Lucy and her 20 BFF ALIDA – a waitress who spouts off in Spanish because she is 

LATINA – are 21 harassed by a drunk, young, privileged male customer.   Lucy employs a 22 

seductive routine with said man and 23 pours a pitcher of margaritas on his head. Her mean boss 

24 MARK WHITFORD fires Heroine placing her in 25 dire financial hardship. 

 Lucy flips through 26 WANT ADS.  A 27 BILL COLLECTOR pursues her  28 threatens 

to evict her Uncle from his home.  She applies for a job and is interviewed by stuffy MR. PHILIPS 

at the 29 fancy DRAKE HOTEL in the 30 PENTHOUSE suite.  31 He doesn’t think she’ll work 
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out but offers her a chunk of change for her time which makes Lucy 32 feel like a “hooker.”  She 

lists in her head the 33 series of bills she could pay with that money.  

 But Lady Elizabeth, 4 whose nickname is “LIZZIE”, hires Lucy to impersonate her, travel 

to Fredonia, to ‘keep an eye on Prince Cristoph’ – 34 their families have a business arrangement 

– (we find out later it is an ‘arranged marriage’) until she can return to Fredonia. Won’t people 

know Lucy isn’t Lizzie? No – 35 Lizzie hasn’t been back to Fredonia in FIFTEEN months. The 

job’s 36 only supposed to last the summer – but goes longer. 

 Lucy undergoes 37 etiquette lessons and a beauty 38 makeover that makes one of her 

helpers happy.  39 “Zara beamed like a kid on Christmas morning who discovered presents under 

the tree.”  Lucy is shown 40 photo montages of Prince Cristoph and other royals. Mr. Philips takes 

Lucy to 41 Sweetie Pies – it has “the best fro-yo in Chicago.” Lucy 42 shares a tearful farewell 

with family and friends. 43 Alida remarks, “You look like you, and yet you look completely 

different.”  

 CUT TO PLANE – Lucy takes a seat next to Prince Nicholas and says, 44 “I have an idea.” 

45 They play a game and share stories. The 46 airplane steward salutes Prince Nicholas.  Lucy and 

Prince Nicholas step 47 onto the tarmac where they are 48 greeted by a crowd of happy folks and 

reporters. 49 Heroine hears strange sounds. 50 Prince Nicholas declares that is the “welcome 

wagon.” PRINCE CRISTOPH – (Prince Nicholas’ brother) arrives with fanfare. Lucy feels faint 

and 51 eats a cinnamon granola bar. 52 Prince Nicholas remarks that Lucy has something on her 

face.  Cristoph proposes marriage. Lucy passes out. 

 Lucy wakes in a 53 hospital room examined for a concussion and meets a bevy of young 

royal Ladies including:  54 LADY Joan Brady a red-head who works as a BARRISTER and 55 

LADY ESMERALDA – who is flamboyant and loud. Heroine feels like she is in a 56 “James 

Bond villain’s lair.”   

 At DAVID Billingsley’s (Lizzie’s Dad) 30 luxurious PENTHOUSE Lucy meets 57 Helga 

the maid, aka  “chief COOK and bottle washer” who has a thick accent and has been working with 

Lizzie’s family since she was a teenager.  Lucy asks which bedroom is hers. Helga says the 58 
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“the red one will always be yours.”  Lucy helps Helga in a fancy 59 Penthouse room with hand 

painted murals on the ceiling.  

 Nick tracks down Lucy at a park and 60 offers her a chance to be his mistress. Cristoph’s 

only proposing because 34 it’s a business arrangement.  61 Prince Nicholas kisses Lucy for the 

first time. “Holy spitoli this guy was the best kisser.”  Lucy turns Prince Nicholas down because 

she must do her job. She agrees to marry Cristoph.  

 The Ladies 62 help Lucy with hair, makeup, and picking the dress for her date with Prince 

Cristoph to meet the royal family. Lucy questions Mr. Philips about 63 why he didn’t tell her about 

the engagement? Lucy’s nervous but Cristoph gives her 64 the palace tour including the Hallway 

with oil paintings. The King and Queen bless the marriage which is 34 a business arrangement. 65 

Lucy meets the Queen Grandmother for the first time, curtseys, but then freezes. Queen Cheree 

gives Lucy a puppy and they look at wedding dress sketches. That night, Lucy finds herself in 

danger on the penthouse balcony. Lady Esmeralda and a 66 Royal Guard move Lucy to a safer 

hotel. The next day 67 Lucy visits an orphanage and does a kindness to “one little redheaded boy.”   

 68 A royal palace event includes 69 trying-on of fancy dresses. A designer’s in from 

“Rome.” Lady Cheryl talks about 70 the charity gala where she met her husband. Lucy comments 

on Lady Cheryl and Lady Joan’s 71 “super powers.” Lucy says 72 “Must hit the Ladies Room.” 

73 “Back in a few.”  74 Lucy wanders off from the party. She is homesick. She misses being a 

waitress. She leans against a wall and calls her BFF Alida back in Chicago. When Prince Nicholas 

walks up to her, 75 “He put his hands on my shoulders, squeezed them.”  Esmeralda knows Lucy’s 

not really Lizzy and interrupts, saving the day. 

 Lucy, Prince Nicholas, Ladies, Cristoph, etc. travel to picturesque Friedericksburgh and 

hammer out 76 the business deal for the arranged marriage that will save the royal family and “pay 

off the deed on this land in order to keep all the acquisitions . . . royal.” Cristoph tries to romance 

Lucy at his apartment but the Ladies intervene and take Lucy to her Bachelorette party at a 77 

night club with a 1970’s THEME and male strippers.  
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 Lucy finds Cristoph in bed with another woman – we later discover she is Helga’s daughter. 

Irritated, Lucy returns to the Penthouse where 78 Helga/Crazy Maid is on the Penthouse balcony 

and tries harm/murder her.   79 Prince Nicholas attempts to subdue Crazy Maid, but she escapes. 

80 Security and police show up.  81 Lucy and Prince Nicholas journey to a distant chateaux . 82 

They lie in front of a fireplace, eat comfort food, and make love. They’ve fallen for each other. 

Lucy’s tempted to tell Prince Nicholas that she’s not really Lizzy and asks Prince Nicholas why 

she shouldn’t marry his brother. Prince Nicholas says duty to his country must come first.  

 Lucy’s upset and goes to a chapel. Mr. Philips and the Ladies show up and 83 tell Lucy, 

“Don’t leave Fredonia, Lucille. Stay.” Elizabeth isn’t coming back. She’s pregnant and staying in 

the Midwest. Lucy should marry Cristoph, stay in Fredonia, have a great life.  84 Maybe Prince 

Nicholas could be her lover on the side. Lucy goes back to Penthouse 85 and gets drunk with the 

Ladies.  

86 Lucy wakes up hungover on her wedding day to Cristoph. But during the royal 

ceremony, 87 Lucy has a change of heart and confesses to the crowd that she is not Lizzy nor can 

she marry Cristoph. 88  She abandons her royal wedding and races back home to the States.  89  A 

TV reporter interviews Heroine on TV.  90 Lucy wears a sports team ball cap as part of her disguise 

to remain ‘anonymous.’  91 Lucy is given her own hashtag.  

92 Back in Chicago Lucy’s sad. 93 She defers college and 94 scans Want Ads.  95 She 

returns to waitress at MadDog.  96 A ‘fancy corporation’ bought out MadDog’s majority share 

and saved the financial day! The Ladies and Mr. Philips show up with a signed petition to make 

Lucy an honorary citizen of Fredonia. The 97 ‘fancy corporation’ is actually the Ladies-in-Waiting 

including Lady Joan the Barrister. 98 Prince Nick shows up at the bar, declares his love and 

proposes to Lucy. She accepts. 99 “Maybe fairy tales do come true.”   THE END. Royally Wed, 

Chapter 1 – [included as a teaser] H/H lie in bed discussing the wedding festivities when they are 

interrupted by a 100 Surprise Party – a group of their friends who bust in shouting “Surprise!” 
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2. The Copy  

 7 The Hero, PRINCE NICHOLAS, a handsome young, twenty-something brunette man, 

12 reminisces about being pursued by paparazzi when he was young. Cut to Present Day - he’s 

interviewed by an 11 important TV reporter and thinks about women, life, and how sad it was 

when his 29 parents died in a plane accident.  

 QUEEN LEONORA – Prince Nicholas’ grandmother -- informs him that he 76 must marry 

soon for the economic and emotional good of the country. It will be the “wedding of the century.”  

Prince Nicholas must go to NYC and bring his brother home – 35 Prince Henry, hasn’t been back 

to Wessco in TWO years.  Prince Nicholas and his BFF 54 Earl Simon BARRISTER a copperhead 

who works at/owns BARRISTER’S Department Store drink and go to 14 HORNY GOAT PUB. 

Prince Nicholas makes the women he sleeps with sign 5 non-disclosure agreements.   

2 The Heroine Olivia HAMMOND – 10 nick-name LIVVY – 2  a young, pretty,  American 

commoner from New York, 12 reminisces about 3 “days that change your life.”  Olivia, a 13 broke, 

hard-working, brunette, twenty-something WAITRESS and baker at AMELIA’S a 15 ‘family 

owned’ NYC coffee shop that has 41 “Pies?… Best in the city.” Olivia 17 has to pay all the family 

bills because her 18 Dad had a psychological breakdown after her 19 Mom died in a mugging.  

Olivia is pursed by 27 BILL COLLECTORS including Stan 24 MARKsum of WILLFORD 

Collections who 25 threatens to evict Olivia’s family from their home. Olivia’s sister and 20 BFF 

ELLIE – a “bouncy” waitress who spouts off in SPANISH although she is NOT Latina goes to 16 

school and is accepted to college.  

 Simon and Prince Nicholas arrive at Amelia’s coffee shop where 8 Prince Nicholas hits on 

Olivia immediately.  21 Prince Nicholas is drunk, young and privileged and harasses Olivia. He 

31 offers Olivia a chunk of change to sleep with and/or kiss her – making Olivia 32 feel like a 

“prostitute.” Olivia 33 lists in her head all the bills she could pay with that money. She employs 

22 a seductive routine with Prince Nicholas and 23 smashes a pie in his face. 9 Olivia finds out 

later Hero is Prince Nicholas.) 
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 Prince Nicholas apologizes, and 10 calls Heroine by her nickname –LIVVY. He asks her 

out but she declines. Prince Nicholas is commanding which makes Olivia 56 “feel like a James 

Bond martini-.” BFF shows Heroine 40 photo montages of Prince Nicholas in People magazine. 

At the coffee shop 90 Prince Nicholas wears a ball cap with “Yanks.” “Will it work as a disguise? 

Stan 24 Marksum of Willford threatens Olivia putting her in 25 dire financial hardship. Prince 

Nicholas interrupts but that angers Olivia. 

 67 Prince Nicholas visits an Orphanage talking to “one small boy in a red T-shirt” and does 

a kindness to him. Olivia agrees to go on a date with Prince Nicholas. 62 BFF helps Olivia get 

ready for her date with the Prince – doing her hair, picking the dress. Olivia does her own makeup. 

Prince Nicholas takes Olivia to a posh restaurant then to his 30 Penthouse suite at the 29 fancy 

PLAZA HOTEL. She checks out the luxuries including 59 hand painted murals on the ceiling. 

Prince Nicholas drives Olivia home but her DAD’s drunk and she’s embarrassed. Prince Nicholas 

confides that his grandmother is a bit nuts. 61 Prince Nicholas kisses Olivia for the first time. 

“Holy f*** does he know how to kiss.”  

 Prince Nicholas makes Olivia dinner and they have sex. 44 Olivia says, “I have an idea.”  

45 They ‘play a game and share stories.  51 Olivia eats cinnamon cereal. 54 She asks Prince 

Nicholas if she has something on her face.  Dating a prince is her new routine. Olivia dresses 

Prince Nicholas 90 in a ‘disguise’ and takes him to Coney Island. She tells a curious woman that 

Prince Nicholas could be Prince Nicholas’s 4 impersonator. They go to 70 a charity gala where 

the host brags about his 71 “Superpowerful” “superhero sperm”. Olivia has overnight celebrity. 

91 Olivia gets her own hashtag.  

 A Crazy Woman pretends to be a 78 ‘Maid’, entering the penthouse from the balcony 

placing Olivia and Prince Nicholas in danger.  79 Prince Nicholas subdues Crazy Maid Woman. 

80 Security and police arrive. 66 Royal guard says they should switch hotels. Prince Nicholas tells 

Olivia he is 76 getting married for good of the country. 63 Olivia asks him why he didn’t tell her 

about the engagement? Prince Nicholas takes Olivia to a party at a 77 night-club with a 1980’s 

THEME and Prince Henry dances wearing only underwear. Henry’s arrested for drugs. Queen 
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orders them back to Wessco. Prince Nicholas asks Oliva to go with him 36 but only for the summer.  

42 Olivia says a tearful farewell to family/friends.   

 On the plane Olivia gets 37 royal etiquette lessons. The 46 airplane captain bows to Prince 

Nicholas.  47 They step off the plane onto the tarmac. 46 Soldiers salute Prince Nicholas. They are 

48 greeted by angry crowds on the tarmac. 49 Olivia hears strange sounds. 52 “and that is our 

welcome to Wessco.” Henry spits on people. Brothers argue. At the palace 66 Olivia meets the 

Queen ‘Grandmother’ for the first time, curtseys, and ‘freezes.’ The Queen doesn’t approve of 

Olivia. Prince Nicholas instructs someone to take Olivia to the 58 “white bedroom”. He later states 

that the white bedroom will always be “Olivia’s room.” The Queen and Prince Nicholas argue.  

 Olivia’s bedroom connects to the Prince Nicholas’. 39 “Olivia’s eyes go round and excited 

like a child on Christmas morning first glimpsing the presents under the tree.” Prince Nicholas 

gives Olivia 64 the palace tour including the Hallway with oil paintings. Olivia meets 57 

“COOK… worked at Guthrie House since my father was a lad.” Cook speaks in a thick brogue. 

 38 Olivia gets makeover. 69 Trying on clothes is exhausting…. “When in Rome or 

Wessco?”   43 “I still look like me – but a shinier, and more elegant version of me.”  Prince 

Nicholas takes Olivia 68 to a royal event/party.  She meets Prince Nicholas’ friend 55 LADY 

ESMERELDA, who is flamboyant and loud and Lady 1 LUCILLE “LUCY” Deringer – his ex-

GF.  But then, 75 “Nicholas’s big, warm hands squeeze my shoulders,” and he says, 72 “I have to 

head to the little lad’s room.” He leaves as does Esmerelda who says, 73 “Back in a jiffy.” 

 74 Olivia wanders around the party. She is homesick. She misses being a waitress. She 

walks closer to a wall and texts her BFF Ellie back in NYC.  Olivia gets upset when she spots 

Prince Nicholas talking to Lucy. Lady Frances offers advice. Prince Nicholas says he met Lucy 

when they were young. She got pregnant, her family planned the wedding, she miscarried. He 

broke it off. She tried to kill herself.  

Henry has a yacht party, falls off, hits his head, and is taken to a 53 hospital room examined 

for a concussion. He has PTSD from military service. At a polo match a sleazy royal man asks 

about Olivia. Nick talks crassly about her. Olivia is upset and threatens to go home. They argue. 
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Lady Franny intervenes. Olivia and Prince Nicholas are falling for each other. At Parliament Prince 

Nicholas and other members argue loudly.  Olivia, Prince Nicholas and Henry 81 travel to a distant 

castle. 82 Olivia and Prince Nicholas lounge in front of fireplace, eat comfort food, then make 

love. At a pub they encounter [the heroine of next book – “Royally Matched” –] Sarah von 

Titebottom. 

 Prince Nicholas tells Olivia, 83 “Don’t go back to New York. Stay.” He’ll push back his 

wedding. He’ll find a royal woman to 34 marry in “An arrangement.” 6 “A marriage of 

convenience.” 84 Olivia could be his mistress. Olivia declines. The Queen says Olivia and Prince 

Nicholas have no future. Before the Summer Jubilee -- a big royal party Prince Nicholas gives 

Olivia a necklace.  He asks her again to stay in Wessco. She says yes. But a tabloid’s running a 

headline that Prince Nicholas got Lucy pregnant. Amelia’s mortgage has been paid off and palace 

people accuse Olivia of leaking the information for money. Prince Nicholas and Olivia fight. 

Palace people take back the necklace and give Olivia a plane ticket to NYC. She leaves. 85 Prince 

Nicholas gets drunk. 

 86 Hero wakes up hungover. 96 Simon BARRISTER tells Prince Nicholas he bought out 

Amelia’s pie recipes. Olivia didn’t sell him out.  92 Back in New York the Olivia is sad. 97 

Barrister’s fancy corporation bought out Amelia’s pie recipes saving the day.  93 Her sister can go 

to college.  Olivia places a 94 Want Ad in shop window.  95 She returns to waitressing. She 

watches on TV as 89 Prince Nicholas does a televised press conference. 87 Prince Nicholas 

confesses to the assembled crowd that he will marry Olivia or no one.  89 He abandons his royal 

profession, abdicates, and races back to New York. 100 He approaches Amelia’s noting that the 

streets are so quiet – like the moment before guests jump out and shout ‘Surprise’ at a “surprise 

birthday party.” 98 Prince Nicholas declares his love for Olivia at the coffee shop.  But this is 99 

“no sweet storybook reunion”.  Nick picks up the 94 WANT AD and asks if he can have the job. 

In the EPILOGUE Prince Nicholas and Olivia get married in Wessco. THE END. 
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Index to Synopses 

             
Element The Work The Copy 
1 Lucy is the heroine Olivia Hammond is the heroine 

 
Lucille “Lucy” Deringer is Prince 
Nicholas’ ex-girlfriend  

2 Young, pretty American Commoner from 
Chicago 

Olivia is a young, pretty, American 
commoner from New York 

3 “Biggest day of new part-time job” “days that change your life”   
4 Lady Elizabeth (whose nickname is Lizzie) 

hires Lucy to impersonate her, travel to 
Fredonia, to ‘keep an eye on Prince 
Cristoph’ 

Olivia tells a curious woman that Prince 
Nicholas could be Prince Nicholas’s 
impersonator. 

5 Lucy had to sign a “confidentiality 
agreement” 

Prince Nicholas makes the women he 
sleeps with sign non-disclosure 
agreements  

6 Lucy discovers later that Elizabeth is 
entering into a  Marriage of Convenience 
with Cristoph.

“A marriage of convenience.” 

7 The Hero, Prince Nicholas, a handsome, 
twenty-something brunette man 

The Hero, Prince Nicholas, a handsome 
young, twenty-something brunette man

8 Prince Nicholas hits on Lucy immediately. Simon and Prince Nicholas arrive at 
Amelia’s Coffee Shop where Prince 
Nicholas hits on Olivia immediately

9 Lucy finds out later he is Prince Nicholas Oliva finds out later he is Prince 
Nicholas

10 Prince Nicholas calls Lucy by the nick-
name ‘Lizzie”   

Prince Nicholas calls Olivia by her nick-
name –Livvy

11 An important TV reporter claims Prince 
Nicholas seat as her own 

Prince Nicholas is interviewed by an 
important TV reporter  

12 Lucy reminisces Prince Nicholas reminisces about being 
pursued by paparazzi when he was 
young 
 
Olivia reminisces about “days that 
change your life.”  

13 Lucy is a broke, hard-working, twenty-
something brunette 

Olivia is a broke, hard-working, 
brunette, twenty-something  

14 Lucy is waitress at Maddog Olivia is a waitress and baker at 
Amelia’s 
 
 Prince Nicholas goes to drink at Horny 
Goat Pub
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Element The Work The Copy 
15 Maddog ‘feels like family’ Chicago bar. Amelia’s is a ‘family owned’ NYC 

coffee shop 
16 Lucy goes to school taking college classes Olivia’s sister goes to school and is 

accepted to college
17 Lucy pays all the family’s bills Olivia has to pay all the family bills 
18 Lucy’s Uncle had a psychological 

breakdown. 
Olivia’s Dad had a psychological 
breakdown 

19 Lucy’s parents died in a motorcycle 
accident 

Prince Nicholas reminisces how sad it 
was when his parents died in a plane 
accident.

20 Lucy and her  BFF Alida, a waitress who 
spouts off in Spanish because she is Latina   

Olivia’s sister and BFF Ellie, a “bouncy” 
waitress who spouts off in Spanish 
although she is not Latina 

21 Lucy and Alida are harassed by a drunk, 
young, privileged male customer

Prince Nicholas is drunk, young and 
privileged and harasses Olivia 

22 Lucy employs a seductive routine with said 
man.  

Olivia employs a seductive routine with 
Prince Nicholas

23 Lucy pours a pitcher of margaritas on his 
head. 

Olivia smashes a pie in his face 

24 Lucy’s mean boss Mark Whitford fires 
Lucy.   

Bill collectors include Stan Marksum of 
Willford Collections 
 

25 Lucy is placed in dire financial hardship Stan  Marksum of Willford threatens 
Olivia, putting her in dire financial 
hardship. 

26 Lucy flips through the want ads.   Prince Nicholas picks up the want ad
27 Bill collector pursues Lucy’s Uncle Olivia is pursed by bill collectors
28 Bill collector threatens to evict Lucy’s 

Uncle from his home 
Bill collector threatens to evict Olivia’s 
family from their home 

29 Lucy applies for a job and is interviewed 
by stuffy Mr. Phillips at the fancy Drake 
Hotel   

The penthouse suite is at the fancy Plaza 
Hotel 

30 Interview is in the penthouse suite.  
 

Prince Nicholas takes Olivia to a posh 
restaurant then to his penthouse suite

31 Mr. Phillips (royal person) doesn’t think 
Lucy will work out but offers her a chunk 
of change for her time.    

Prince Nicholas (royal person) offers 
Olivia a chunk of change to sleep with 
and/or kiss her

32 Offer by Mr. Phillips made Lucy feel like a 
“hooker.”   

Offer made Olivia feel like a 
“prostitute.”

33 Lucy lists in her head the series of bills she 
could pay with that money 

Olivia lists in her head all the bills she 
could pay with that money. 
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Element The Work The Copy 
34 The business arrangement is an ‘arranged 

marriage’ until Lady Elizabeth can return 
to Fredonia.  

Prince Nicholas will find a royal woman 
to marry in “An arrangement.” 

35 Won’t people know Lucy isn’t Elizabeth?  
No - Elizabeth hasn’t been back to 
Fredonia in fifteen months 

Prince Nicholas must go to NYC and 
bring his brother home – Prince Henry 
hasn’t been back to Wessco in two years  

36 The job’s only supposed to last the summer 
– but goes longer 

Prince Nicholas asks Olivia to go with 
him but only for the summer 

37 Lucy undergoes etiquette lessons  On the plane Olivia gets royal etiquette 
lessons

38 Lucy undergoes a beauty makeover Olivia gets makeover 
39 “Zara beamed like a kid on Christmas 

morning who discovered presents under the 
tree”   

Olivia’s eyes go round and excited like a 
child on Christmas morning first 
glimpsing the presents under the tree”

40 Lucy is shown photo montages of Prince 
Cristoph and other royals  

BFF shows Olivia photo montages of the 
Prince Nicholas in People magazine

41 Mr. Philips takes Lucy to Sweetie Pies – it 
has “the best fro-yo in Chicago” 

Amelia’s has “Pies?… Best in the city” 

42 Lucy shares a tearful farewell with family 
and friends  

Olivia says a tearful farewell to 
family/friends

43 Alida remarks, “You look like you, and yet 
you look completely different”

“I still look like me – but a shinier, and 
more elegant version of me.”   

44 Lucy takes a seat next to Prince Nicholas 
and says, “I have an idea”  

Olivia says, “I have an idea”   

45 Lucy and Prince Nicholas play a game and 
share stories  

Olivia and Prince Nicholas ‘play a game 
and share stories.

46 The airplane steward salutes Prince 
Nicholas 

The airplane captain bows to Prince 
Nicholas.  Soldiers salute 

47 Lucy and Prince Nicholas step onto the 
tarmac 

Olivia and Prince Nicholas step off the 
plane onto the tarmac. 
 

48 Lucy and Prince Nicholas are greeted by a 
crowd of happy folks and reporters 

Olivia and Prince Nicholas are greeted 
by angry crowds on the tarmac 

49 Lucy hears strange sounds. Olivia hears strange sounds.  
50 Prince Nicholas declares that is the 

“welcome wagon.” Prince Cristoph (Prince 
Nicholas’ brother) arrives with fanfare.

Brothers argue. 

51 Lucy feels faint and eats a cinnamon 
granola bar. 

Olivia eats cinnamon cereal.  

52 Prince Nicholas remarks that Lucy has 
something on her face.  

Olivia asks Prince Nicholas if she has 
something on her face. 
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Element The Work The Copy 
53 Lucy wakes in a hospital room examined 

for a concussion  
Henry has a yacht party, falls off, hits his 
head, and is taken to a hospital room 
examined for a concussion. 

54 Lucy meets a bevy of young royal Ladies 
including:  Lady Joan Brady a red-head 
who works as a barrister  

Prince Nicholas and his BFF Earl Simon 
Barrister, a copperhead who works 
at/owns Barrister’s Department Store 

55 Lucy also meets Lady Esmeralda – who is 
flamboyant and loud  

Olivia meets Prince Nicholas’ friend 
Lady Esmerelda, who is flamboyant and 
loud 

56 Lucy feels like she is in a  “James Bond 
villain’s lair”   

Prince Nicholas is commanding, which 
makes Olivia “feel like a James Bond 
martini-”

57 Lucy meets Helga the maid, aka  “chief 
cook and bottle washer” who has a thick 
accent and has been working with Lizzy’s 
family since she was a teenager

Olivia meets “Cook” … worked at 
Guthrie House since my father was a 
lad.” Cook speaks in a thick brogue 

58 Lucy asks which bedroom is hers. Helga 
says the “the red one will always be yours” 

Prince Nicholas instructs someone to 
take Olivia to the “white bedroom”. He 
later states that the white bedroom will 
always be “Olivia’s room”  

59 Lucy helps Helga in a fancy Penthouse 
room with hand painted murals on the 
ceiling 

She checks out the luxuries including 
hand painted murals on the ceiling” 

60 Prince Nicholas tracks down Lucy at a park 
and offers her a chance to be his mistress

Olivia could be his mistress 

61 Prince Nicholas kisses Lucy for the first 
time. “Holy spitoli this guy was the best 
kisser.”   

Prince Nicholas kisses Olivia for the first 
time. “Holy f*** does he know how to 
kiss.”

62 The Ladies help Lucy with hair, makeup, 
and picking the dress for her date with 
Prince Cristoph to meet the royal family  

BFF helps Olivia get ready for her date 
with the Prince Nicholas – doing her 
hair, picking the dress. Olivia does her 
own makeup

63 Lucy questions Mr. Philips about why he 
didn’t tell her about the engagement 

Olivia asks Prince Nicolas why he didn’t 
tell her about the engagement 

64 Lucy’s nervous but Cristoph gives her the 
palace tour including the Hallway with oil 
paintings  

Prince Nicholas gives Olivia the palace 
tour including the Hallway with oil 
paintings

65 Lucy meets the Queen Grandmother for the 
first time, curtseys, but then freezes. Queen 
Cheree gives Lucy a puppy and they look 
at wedding dress sketches. That night, Lucy 
finds herself in danger on the penthouse 
balcony 

At the palace Olivia meets the Queen 
‘Grandmother’ for the first time, 
curtseys, and ‘freezes.’ The Queen 
doesn’t approve of Olivia 

66 Lady Esmeralda and a Royal Guard move 
Lucy to a safer hotel”   

Royal guard says Olivia and Prince 
Nicholas should switch hotels 
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Element The Work The Copy 
67 The next day Lucy visits an orphanage and 

does a kindness to “one little redheaded 
boy 

Olivia visits an Orphanage talking to 
“one small boy in a red T-shirt” and does 
a kindness to him

68 A royal palace event  Prince Nicholas takes Olivia to a royal 
event/party  

69 Royal palace event includes trying-on of 
fancy dresses  

Trying on clothes is exhausting…. 
“When in Rome or Wessco” 

70 A designer’s in from “Rome.” Lady Cheryl 
talks about the charity gala where she met 
her husband  

They go to a charity gala  

71 Lucy comments on Lady Cheryl and Lady 
Joan’s “super powers”  

The host brags about his 
“Superpowerful” “superhero sperm”

72 Lucy says “Must hit the Ladies Room”  Prince Nicholas says, “I have to head to 
the little lads room” 

73 Lucy says “Back in a few”   Prince Nicholas leaves as does 
Esmerelda who says, “Back in a jiffy”

74 Lucy wanders off from the party. She is 
homesick. She misses being a waitress. She 
leans against a wall and calls her BFF 
Alida back in Chicago  

Olivia wanders around the party. She is 
homesick. She misses being a waitress. 
She walks closer to a wall and texts her 
BFF Ellie back in NYC  

75 When Prince Nicholas walks up to her, “He 
put his hands on my shoulders, squeezed 
them”   

But then, “Nicholas’s big, warm hands 
squeeze my shoulders”  

76 Lucy, Prince Nicholas, Ladies, Cristoph, 
etc. travel to picturesque Friedericksburgh 
and hammer out the business deal for the 
arranged marriage that will save the royal 
family and “pay off the deed on this land in 
order to keep all the acquisitions . . . royal” 

Queen Leonora  – Prince Nicholas’ 
grandmother -- informs him that he must 
marry soon for the economic and 
emotional good of the country. It will be 
the “wedding of the century.” 
 
Prince Nicholas tells Oliva he is getting 
married for good of the country 

77 Cristoph tries to romance Lucy at his 
apartment but the Ladies intervene and take 
Lucy to her Bachelorette party at a  night 
club with a 1970’s theme and male 
strippers 

Prince Nicholas takes Olivia to a party at 
a night club with a 1980’s theme and 
Prince Henry dances wearing only 
underwear 

78 Lucy finds Cristoph in bed with another 
woman – we later discover she is Helga’s 
daughter. Irritated, Lucy returns to the 
Penthouse where Helga/Crazy Maid is on 
the Penthouse balcony and tries to 
harm/murder her    

A Crazy Woman pretends to be a 
‘Maid’, entering the penthouse from the 
balcony placing Olivia and Prince 
Nicholas in danger   

79 Prince Nicholas attempts to subdue Crazy 
Maid, but she escapes  

Prince Nicholas subdues Crazy Maid 
Woman 

80 Security and police show up Security and police arrive 
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Element The Work The Copy 
81 Lucy and Prince Nicholas journey to a 

distant chateaux   
Olivia, Prince Nicholas and Henry travel 
to a distant castle.

82 Lucy and Prince Nicholas lie in front of a 
fireplace, eat comfort food, and make love  

Olivia and Prince Nicholas lounge in 
front of fireplace, eat comfort food, then 
make love 

83 Lucy’s upset and goes to a chapel. Mr. 
Philips and the Ladies show up and tell 
Lucy, “Don’t leave Fredonia, Lucille. 
Stay.” Elizabeth isn’t coming back. She’s 
pregnant and staying in the Midwest. Lucy 
should marry Cristoph, stay in Fredonia, 
have a great life.  

Prince Nicholas tells Olivia “Don’t go 
back to New York. Stay.”  He’ll push 
back his wedding 

84 Maybe Prince Nicholas could be her lover 
on the side  

Olivia could be his mistress 

85 Lucy goes back to Penthouse and gets 
drunk with the Ladies 

Prince Nicholas gets drunk 

86 Lucy wakes up hungover on her wedding 
day to Cristoph 

Prince Nicholas wakes up hungover 

87 During the royal ceremony, Lucy has a 
change of heart and confesses to the crowd 
that she is not Lizzy nor can she marry 
Cristoph.  

Prince Nicholas confesses to the 
assembled crowd that he will marry 
Olivia or no one 

88 Lucy abandons her royal wedding and 
races back home to the States  

Prince Nicholas abandons his royal 
profession, abdicates, and races back to 
New York

89 A TV reporter interviews Lucy on TV. Olivia watches on TV as Prince Nicholas 
does a televised press conference

90 Lucy wears a sports team ball cap as part of 
her disguise to remain ‘anonymous’   

At the coffee shop Prince Nicholas 
wears a ball cap with “Yanks.” “Will it 
work as a disguise 
 
Olivia dresses Prince Nicholas in a 
‘disguise’ and takes him to Coney Island

91 Lucy is given her own hashtag Olivia gets her own hashtag 
92 Back in Chicago Lucy’s sad Back in New York the Olivia’s sad
93 Lucy defers college  Olivia’s sister can go to college 
94 Lucy scans the want ads  Olivia places a want ad in shop window 

 
Prince Nicholas picks up the want ad 
and asks if he can have the job 

95 Lucy returns to waitress at MadDog Olivia returns to waitressing 
96 A ‘fancy corporation’ bought out 

MadDog’s majority share and saved the 
financial day  

Simon Barrister tells Prince Nicholas he 
bought out Amelia’s pie recipes 
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Element The Work The Copy 
97 The ‘fancy corporation’ is actually the 

Ladies-in-Waiting including Lady Joan the 
Barrister  

Barrister’s fancy corporation bought out 
Amelia’s pie recipes saving the day 

98 Prince Nicholas shows up at the bar, 
declares his love and proposes to Lucy. 
Lucy accepts 

Prince Nicholas declares his love for 
Olivia at the coffee shop 

99 “Maybe fairy tales do come true”   But this is “no sweet storybook reunion”  
100 Royally Wed, Chapter 1 – [included as a 

teaser] Lucy and Prince Nicholas lie in bed 
discussing the wedding festivities when 
they are interrupted by a Surprise Party – a 
group of their friends who bust in shouting 
“Surprise!” 

Prince Nicholas approaches Amelia’s 
noting that the streets are so quiet – like 
the moment before guests jump out and 
shout ‘Surprise’ at a “surprise birthday 
party.” 
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